With Data Race and Flex-track™

The ultimate in model motor racing sets with Electronic Data Race™ G+Plus® cars and Flex-track™ for the complete realism of real racing.

See page 24 for full details of the many exciting features of Data Race. With over 623cm/20ft of track including one 36” length of Flex-track™, two G+ Plus® cars, 2 Russkit® Speed Controllers, bridge beams and extensions, guard rails, trackside banners and Quikkee-Lok® key.
The Ultimate Racing Machines. Faster, controlled cornering with the exclusive, in-built braking system — lets G + Plus® cars defy gravity! Here they are — the record breakers. Superb, fully-detailed racing cars with ultra-modern monocoque style, in-line motors, engineered for unbelievable straightlines and the king of gravity-defying cornering that only the development of Aurora's fabulous in-built braking system makes possible. Exclusive high-energy in-line motor . . . G + Plus® magnets maximise downforce, give instant response braking and incredible track holding . . . make for extra fast cornering at World Champion speeds.

Try the G + Plus® Test! See why corner-hugging, cool-running, ultra-quick G + Plus® cars from Aurora are the choice of World Champions!
1733 Texaco F1.

1734 Ferrari F1.

1736 Ferrari Daytona

1737 Ford Escort Rally

1742 Capri RS 2600

1743 Porsche Monaco

1783 Lotus '78

1823 Monza G.T.

1826 Porsche Turbo

1829 Aurora AFX F1
Exclusive transverse motor — MagnaTraction* magnets concentrate downforce, simulate braking, improve track holding — give gravity-defying cornering at maximum speed.

New concept race cars for a new generation of racing.
With the famous, Magna, race-proved low-line power unit for scorching acceleration and cliff-hanging cornering from Aurora's exclusive in-built braking system!
Meet the thoroughbreds from the MagnaTraction* stable.
The quickest collection of track-gripping lap-eaters in the business — fully detailed low-profiled racers

1901 Camaro Z-28 Trans-Am
1902 Porsche 917
1905 Ferrari 512m
1911 Bre-Datsun 240Z
1914 V.W. Hot Rod
1915 Porsche 510K Can-Am
1932 Mercury Stock Car
1933 Porsche Carrera
1935 Capri Rally Sport
with an unchallengable history of design and development which makes them first choice of new generation racers, internationally.

**NEW**

**Police Car**
Another great first from Aurora, the new police car actually has alternate flashing roof lights.

Try the MagnaTraction® Test
See how and why Aurora's exclusive cliff-hanging cornering feature lets MagnaTraction® cars go quicker into corners, faster into straights — lead the pack, worldwide!
Razzle dazzle around the clock. NIGHT racing from AURORA with fabulous Magna-powered Gran Turismo sports cars with exclusive sealed beam headlamps that stab out into the darkness and leave the competition in the shade. Experience the ultimate thrill of Night racing with Flamethrowers — the brightest stars in the Aurora galaxy.

The Aurora Team Cars provide real involvement in International competition. A G+Plus Formula 1 or Ford Capri Rally is supplied complete with detailed and authentic decal sheets enabling you to decorate your car in the national racing colours of any one of 18 countries.

These fully detailed team transporters will look good on any circuit. The cab is based on a Magnatraction chassis and is fitted with operating headlights. The trailer is painted silver with a complete set of decals to decorate in your favourite team colours.
Magna-Sonic cars break the sound barrier! It's true! For the first time ever, here's a model race car that sounds like a model race car should. Capture the thrilling high-pitched roar of a precision-tuned engine—*in miniature!* Add extra thrills, extra excitement to Aurora Model Motor Racing with this great new sound—another first from the New Generation Aurora.